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 PLATE C. MAN, 1908.

 1. 2. 24. 2b.

 TWO DECORATED MACES FROM THE SOLOMON ISLANDS.

 CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY MUSEUMU OF ARCH8OLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY.
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 1908.] MAN. [No. 16.

 ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

 Solomon Islands. With Plate C. Hugel.
 Decorated Maces from the Solomon Islands. By Baron Anatole 4t
 von Hugel. EU

 Cambridge has been fortunate in acquiring recently some noteworthy additions
 for its already important series of inlaid objects from the Solomon Islands, for which
 the University is indebted to Professor Bevan, the generous donor who presented the
 magnificent pair of shields described and figured in MAN, 1906, 21 (Plate C). Among
 these recent accessions, two exceptionally fine examples of chief's maces deserve
 special mention:

 One (P1. C, Fig. 1) of beautiful workmanship, has the shaft entirely encrusted
 with pearl shell, each of its fourteen facets bearing a band of sixteen closely set, oblonig,
 plates with nicked upper and lower edges, which, on the bobbin-shaped handle-end, so
 that the inlay may follow the contours of the waist, are replaced by plates of aln
 elongate triangular form with nicked bases, set, point to point, along either slope in
 two rows of eleven plates each. Small oblong plates,
 set horizontally, form three marginal bands : one below
 the neck is composed of a double row, and two single
 rows form margins to the handle-end, the flat base of
 which bears a shell roundel with serrated edge. The
 shaft above the inlay is closely bound with plaited strands
 of split cane; and the ornamental wickerwork covering
 of the oval stone-head shows a pattern of four lozenge-
 shaped panels (Fig. 1).* Dimensions: total length,
 400 mm.; greatest diameter of shaft, 26 mm., of its base,
 25 mm.; length and breadth of head, 54 mm. x 43 mm.

 The second example (P1. C, Fig. 2), in which
 the stone head is missing, or possibly, was never
 fitted to the shaft, shows the provision made for its
 secure attachmenit int two transverse perforations of ) (
 section, which pierce the upper end of the shaft on
 opposite faces, about 1; inches apart. The shaft, which
 is less carefully finished than that of the first example,
 is richly decorated with shell-plates. These include
 a large number of distinct forms, viz.: triangular
 (resembling both barbed and tanged, and cusped arrow-
 lieads) pointed-oval, lunate, oblong; and others of more
 elaborate and unusual design-not unlike the letters M FIG. 1.
 and N. These plates are set in ten longitudinal bands (eleven, if one numbering but
 four plates is included, though this obviously fills a gap left by irregular setting of
 the inlay (P1. C, Fig. 2b). All the bands, numbering from fourteen to seventeen
 plates, begin and end with a triangular plate pointing outwards. Eight of these
 bands show a single row of plates, and two, starting single from the handle end,
 change into douible rows : one in the last but one row (after the first plate, chiefly
 composed of lunates, which pattern is not used elsewhere) shows three plates in the
 penultimate row; and the other becomes double after the sixth plate, and is made lup
 of M's and N's. This pair of wider bands marks the sides of the mace, over which the
 handle-masks protrude (P1. C, Figs. 2a and 2b). The cylindrical and faintly facetted

 * According to Scbmeltz and Krause, the point on the Leadl is pro(lucedl by attachingfl a small
 lump of lime to the cr-own of the enclosedl pebble. (catalogue MU?1useum Godefroy, p. 94.)
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 Nos. 16-17.] MIAN. [1908.

 shaft tapers towards the handle, which presents an oval section, the decorated

 portion being marked off top and bottom, by a deep encircling groove. The handle

 ends in a pair of huLman masks set back to back, which are identical in character

 show a peculiarity in a concave ear-like projection on either side of the jaw.

 Traces of rosin, here and in the hollows of the eyes, bear evidence that the

 handle-ends before having been rubbed down by wear, bore decorative inlay. A

 small groove above the forehead indicates the hair or some kind of head-covering

 (Fig. 2). Dimensions : total length, 401 mm.; greatest diameter of shaft, 31 mm.;

 total length of handle, 85 mm.; breadth across heads, 50 mm.

 These maces were purchased without data in 1907, at a London sale; but to judge

 by their distinctive ornamentation, it seems probable that they came from different
 islands. If we may judge by the very small number to be found in collections,
 this form of mace can never have been common, for their beauty is sure to have

 attracted attention. Possibly these few examples, of which the exact origin is only

 known in one instance, may prove to be the sole

 descendants of an earlier form of stone-headed weapon

 -survivals which before collectors reached the islands

 had themselves fallen into (lesuetude. However this

 may be, it does not seem probable that such elaboratelv

 decorated weapons had ever been numerous, or that any
 but persons of rank would be allowed to carry them.
 I can only trace the following six other examples:

 1. London, British Museum: one (headless), not

 unlike Cambridge specimen No. 1. No particulars.
 Edge-Partington's Album, S. I, P1. 206, Fig. 8.

 2, 3. Dresden, Museum Godeffroy-: two, one with

 facetted, inlaid handle-end; and one plain-shafted,

 carved with a double human-figure terminal. From

 Malayta. Schmeltz and Krause, Cat. MK1us. Godeffroy,
 1881, P1. 20, Figs. 6 and 7.

 4-6. Sydney: three, two with widely set shell

 inlay (one with crescent-shaped handle-end). No
 particulars. University (Maclean) Museum ; and one

 of distinct type, with plain shaft ending in a lhuman

 head inlaid with white shell. No particulars. Austra-

 lian Museum. Edge-Partington's Album, S. III, P1. 34,

 FIG. 2. Figs. 1, 2, and 3. ANATOLE VON HUGEL.

 Mexico: ArchEeology. Breton.
 Archaology in Mexico. By A. Breton. 47

 Within the last few years some important discoveries have been made in I

 Mexican archeology, and a brief note on them may interest those who look forward to

 the time when the ancient history of the American continent will take its rightful
 place in the world of science. At present, the small band of workers in this field can
 do little, although every little helps. Recruits are badly wanted, and, seeing the
 fascination of the subject, they sbould be forthcoming.

 In the city of Mexico, during the excavations necessary for the great drainage

 system, vast quantities of objects were found several metres below the surface of the
 street of Escalerillas, near the site of one of the principal ancient temples, and of
 the modern cathedral. There were beads and figurines of jadeite and other polished
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